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4
18 While a person is going east at dawn, the

light becomes brighter for him. Just like that the
ones that do the right thing learn more and more
about God.

12
10Good people take care of their tame animals.

Bad people keep theirs badly.
21 ...bad things always happens for a bad

person.

14
12 Some people think they are doing things

rightly. Truly they are making a mistake, it will
kill them.

20
1 After drinking a lot of grog you talk loudly

and you get silly. It is very stupid to get drunk.

22
6 Teach a child how he should stay, he will

think about it always.

23
19-21 Listen, son! Think properly and live in

the proper way. Don't join with others who are
drinkers of lots of wine and those who are greedy
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for food. People like that are making themselves
poor.

29-35 Who is really upset? Who is unhappy?
Who is always fighting? Who is always growling?
Who has sores after falling accidentally? Who
has red eyes? Those who are always drinking,
testing different kinds of wine. That wine is
good to look at, and really sweet to taste. Don't
ever trust it. When a poisonous snake bites you,
you get really sick, it is very painful when a
death adder bites you, in that same way after
drinking wine you will get really sick. You will
see frightening things that aren't there and you
will talk in a stupid way. You all know about the
sailing ships in the sea, the post that holds the
sail is really tall. That post moves in the wind
in every direction. In that same way that drunk
person walks in a staggering way. And he will
say, “They hit me but I didn't feel it. I didn't know
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